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Abstract The Deep Underground Neutrino Experi-
ment (DUNE), a 40-kton underground liquid argon
time projection chamber experiment, will be sensi-
tive to the electron-neutrino flavor component of the
burst of neutrinos expected from the next Galactic
core-collapse supernova. Such an observation will bring
unique insight into the astrophysics of core collapse as
well as into the properties of neutrinos. The general
capabilities of DUNE for neutrino detection in the rele-
vant few- to few-tens-of-MeV neutrino energy range will
be described. As an example, DUNE’s ability to con-
strain the νe spectral parameters of the neutrino burst
will be considered.
1 Introduction
The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE)
will be made up of four 10-kton liquid argon time pro-
jection chambers underground in South Dakota as part
of the DUNE/Long-Baseline Neutrino Facility (LNBF)
program. DUNE will record and reconstruct neutrino
interactions in the ∼GeV and higher range for studies
of neutrino oscillation parameters and searches for new
physics using neutrinos from a beam sent from Fermilab
and using neutrinos from the atmosphere. DUNE’s dy-
namic range is such that it is also sensitive to neutrinos
with energies down to about 5 MeV. Charged-current
(CC) interactions of neutrinos from around 5 MeV to
several tens of MeV create short electron tracks in liq-
uid argon, potentially accompanied by gamma-ray and
other secondary particle signatures. This regime is of
particular interest for detection of the burst of neu-
trinos from a galactic core-collapse supernova. Such a
detection would be of great interest in the context of
multi-messenger astronomy. The sensitivity of DUNE
is primarily to electron-flavor neutrinos from super-
novae, and this capability is unique among existing
and proposed supernova neutrino detectors for the next
decades. Neutrinos and antineutrinos from other astro-
physical sources, such as solar and diffuse supernova
background neutrinos, are also potentially detectable.
This low-energy (few to few tens of MeV) event regime
has particular reconstruction, background and trigger-
ing challenges.
One of the primary physics goals of DUNE as stated
in the Technical Design Report (TDR) [1,2,3] is to “De-
tect and measure the νe flux from a core-collapse su-
pernova within our galaxy, should one occur during the
lifetime of the DUNE experiment. Such a measurement
would provide a wealth of unique information about the
early stages of core collapse, and could even signal the
birth of a black hole.” [4].
This paper will describe selected studies from the
DUNE TDR aimed at understanding DUNE’s sensitiv-
ity to low-energy neutrino physics, with an emphasis on
supernova burst signals. Section 2 describes basic su-
pernova neutrino physics. Section 3 gives an overview
of the landscape of supernova neutrino burst detection.
Section 4 gives a brief description of the DUNE far de-
tector. Section 5 describes the general properties of low-
energy events in DUNE, including interaction channels,
tools developed so far, and backgrounds. The tools in-
clude MARLEY, a neutrino event generator specifically
developed for this energy regime [5], and the SNOw-
GLoBES fast event-rate calculation tool [6]. These are
both open-source community tools, rather than DUNE-
specific software. Section 5.3 describes the expected su-
pernova signal in DUNE, and Sec. 5.4 describes burst
triggering. Section 6 describes astrophysics of the col-
lapse, explosion and remnant to be learned from the
burst. Section 7 gives an overview of neutrino physics
that can be extracted from a supernova burst obser-
vation. Details on supernova pointing capabilities and
solar neutrino capabilities will be described in separate
publications.
2 Supernova neutrino bursts
2.1 Neutrinos from Collapsed Stellar Cores: Basics
A core-collapse supernova1 occurs when a massive star
reaches the end of its life. As a result of nuclear burning
throughout the star’s life, the central region of such a
star gains an “onion” structure, with an iron core at
the center surrounded by concentric shells of lighter
elements (silicon, oxygen, neon, magnesium, carbon,
etc). At temperatures of T ∼ 1010 K and densities
of ρ ∼ 1010 g/cm3, the Fe core continuously loses en-
ergy by neutrino emission (through pair annihilation
and plasmon decay [7]). Since iron cannot be further
burned, the lost energy cannot be replenished through-
out the volume and the core continues to contract and
heat up, while also growing in mass thanks to the shell
burning. Eventually, the critical mass of about 1.4M
of Fe is reached, at which point a stable configuration
is no longer possible. As electrons are absorbed by the
protons in nuclei and some iron is disintegrated by ther-
mal photons, the degeneracy pressure support is sud-
denly removed and the core collapses essentially in free
1“Supernova” always refers to a “core-collapse supernova” in
this paper, although we are aware that not all core collapses
produce electromagnetically visible supernovae, and not all
supernovae result from stellar core collapse.
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fall, reaching speeds of about a quarter of the speed of
light2.
The collapse of the central region is suddenly halted
after ∼ 10−2 seconds, as the density reaches nuclear (or
super-nuclear) values. The central core rebounds and
an outward-moving shock wave is formed. The extreme
physical conditions of this core, in particular the densi-
ties of order 1012−1014 g/cm3, create a medium that is
opaque even for neutrinos. As a consequence, the core
initially has a trapped lepton number. The gravitational
energy of the collapse at this stage is stored mostly in
the degenerate Fermi sea of electrons (EF ∼ 200 MeV)
and electron neutrinos, which are in equilibrium with
the former. The temperature of this core is not more
than 30 MeV, which means the core is relatively cold.
At the next stage, the trapped energy and lepton
number both escape from the core, carried by the least
interacting particles, which in the standard model are
neutrinos. Neutrinos and antineutrinos of all flavors are
emitted in a time span of a few seconds (their diffu-
sion time). The resulting central object then settles to
a neutron star, or a black hole. A tremendous amount
of energy, some 1053 ergs, is released in 1058 neutrinos
with energies ∼ 10 MeV. A fraction of this energy is ab-
sorbed by beta reactions into the material behind the
shock wave that then blasts away the rest of the star,
creating, in many cases, a spectacular explosion. Yet,
from the energetics point of view, this visible explosion
is but a tiny perturbation on the total event. Over 99%
of all gravitational binding energy of the 1.4M col-
lapsed core – some 10% of its rest mass – is emitted in
neutrinos.
2.2 Stages of the Explosion
The core-collapse neutrino signal starts with a short,
sharp “neutronization” (or “break-out”) burst primar-
ily composed of νe from e
−+p→ νe+n. These neutrinos
are messengers of the shock front breaking through the
neutrinosphere (the surface of neutrino trapping): when
this happens, iron is disintegrated, the neutrino scat-
tering rate drops and the lepton number trapped just
below the original neutrinosphere is suddenly released.
This quick and intense burst is followed by an “accre-
tion” phase lasting some hundreds of milliseconds, de-
pending on the progenitor star mass, as matter falls
onto the collapsed core and the shock is stalled at the
distance of ∼ 200 km. The gravitational binding energy
2Other collapse mechanisms are possible: an “electron-
capture” supernova does not reach the final burning phase
before highly degenerate electrons break apart nuclei and trig-
ger a collapse.
of the accreting material is powering the neutrino lumi-
nosity during this stage. The later “cooling” phase over
∼10 seconds represents the main part of the signal, over
which the proto-neutron star sheds its trapped energy.
The flavor content and spectra of the neutrinos
emitted from the neutrinosphere change throughout
these phases, and the supernova’s evolution can be fol-
lowed with the neutrino signal.
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Fig. 1 Expected time-dependent flux parameters for a spe-
cific model for an electron-capture supernova [8]. No flavor
transitions are assumed. The top plot shows the luminosity
as a function of time, the second plot shows average neutrino
energy, and the third plot shows the α (pinching) parameter.
The vertical dashed line at 0.02 seconds indicates the time
of core bounce, and the vertical lines indicate different eras
in the supernova evolution. The leftmost time interval indi-
cates the infall period. The next interval, from core bounce
to 50 ms, is the neutronization burst era, in which the flux
is composed primarily of νe. The next period, from 50 to
200 ms, is the accretion period. The final era, from 0.2 to
9 seconds, is the proto-neutron-star cooling period. The gen-
eral features are qualitatively similar for most core-collapse
supernova models.
The physics of neutrino decoupling and spectra for-
mation is far from trivial, owing to the energy depen-
dence of the cross sections and the roles played by both
CC and neutral-current (NC) reactions. Detailed trans-
port calculations using methods such as MC or Boltz-
mann solvers have been employed. It has been observed
that flux spectra coming out of such simulations can
typically be parameterized at a given moment in time
by the following ansatz (e.g., [10,11]):
φ(Eν) = N
(
Eν
〈Eν〉
)α
exp
[
− (α+ 1) Eν
〈Eν〉
]
, (1)
where Eν is the neutrino energy, 〈Eν〉 is the mean neu-
trino energy, α is a “pinching parameter”, and N is
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Fig. 2 Examples of time-dependent neutrino spectra for the electron-capture supernova model [8] parameterized in Fig. 1, on
three different timescales. The x-axis for all plots indicates time in seconds and the y-axis indicates neutrino energy in MeV.
The z-axis color-shading units are neutrinos per cm2 per millisecond per 0.2 MeV. Note the different z scales in the panels.
Core bounce is at t = 0. Top: νe. Center: ν̄e. Bottom: νx. Flavor transition effects are not included here; note they can have
dramatic effects on the spectra. Figure modified from Ref. [9].
a normalization constant related to the total luminos-
ity. Large α corresponds to a more “pinched” spectrum
(suppressed tails at high and low energy). This param-
eterization is referred to as a “pinched-thermal” form.
The different νe, νe and νx (x = µ, τ, µ̄, τ̄) flavors are
expected to have different average energy and α param-
eters and to evolve differently in time.
The initial spectra get further processed by flavor
transitions, and understanding these oscillations is very
important for extracting physics from the detected sig-
nal (see Sec. 7.1).
In general, one can describe the neutrino flux as a
function of time by specifying the three pinching pa-
rameters in successive time slices. Figure 1 gives an ex-
ample of pinching parameters as a function of time for
a specific model, and Fig. 2 shows the spectra for the
three flavors as a function of time corresponding to this
parameterized description.
3 The Supernova Burst Neutrino Detection
Landscape
The burst of neutrinos from the celebrated core-collapse
supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud, about
50 kpc from Earth, heralded the era of extragalactic
neutrino astronomy [12,13,14]. The few dozen recorded
ν̄e events have confirmed the basic physical picture of
core collapse and yielded constraints on a wide range of
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new physics [15,16]. The community anticipates much
more bountiful data and corresponding advances in
knowledge when the next nearby star collapses.
Core-collapse supernovae within a few hundred kilo-
parsecs of Earth— within our own Galaxy and nearby—
are quite rare on a human timescale. They are expected
once every few decades in the Milky Way (within about
20 kpc), and with a similar rate in Andromeda (about
780 kpc away.) However, core collapses should be com-
mon enough to have a reasonable chance of occurring
during the few-decades-long lifetime of a typical large-
scale neutrino detector. The rarity of these spectacular
events makes it all the more critical for the scientific
community to be prepared to capture every last bit of
information from them.
In principle, the information in a supernova neu-
trino burst available to neutrino experimentalists is
comprised of the flavor, energy and time structure of
the several-tens-of-seconds-long, all-flavor, few-tens-of-
MeV neutrino burst [17,18]. Imprinted on the neutrino
spectrum as a function of time is information about the
progenitor, the collapse, the explosion, and the rem-
nant, as well as information about neutrino parame-
ters and potentially exotic new physics. The neutrino
energies and flavor content of the burst can be mea-
sured only imperfectly due to both the intrinsic nature
of the weak interactions of neutrinos with matter and
to the imperfect detection resolution of any real detec-
tor. For example, supernova burst energies are below
CC threshold for νµ, ντ , ν̄µ and ν̄τ (collectively νx),
which represent two-thirds of the flux; therefore these
flavors are accessible only via NC interactions, which
tend to have low cross sections and indistinct detector
signatures. These issues make a comprehensive unfold-
ing of neutrino flavor, time and energy structure from
the observed interactions a challenging problem.
Much has occurred since 1987, both for experimen-
tal and theoretical aspects of supernova neutrino detec-
tion. There has been huge progress in the modeling of
supernova explosions, and there have been many new
theoretical insights about neutrino oscillation and ex-
otic collective effects that may occur in the supernova
environment. Experimentally, worldwide detection ca-
pabilities have increased enormously, such that there
will be orders of magnitude more neutrino interactions
from a core collapse at the center of the Galaxy, about
8 kpc away.
3.1 Current Experimental Landscape
At the time of this writing, the 32-kton total mass
Super-Kamiokande water Cherenkov detector is the
leading supernova neutrino detector; it expects ∼2000-
8000 events at 10 kpc [19,20]. Just as for the 1987A
sample, these will be primarily ν̄e flavor via inverse beta
decay (IBD) on free protons. Super-K is being enhanced
with the addition of gadolinium as a neutron capture
target, which will aid in IBD tagging. IceCube is an-
other water (ice) Cherenkov detector, with a different
kind of supernova neutrino sensitivity [21] – it cannot
reconstruct individual neutrino events, given that any
particular interaction in the ice rarely leads to more
than one photoelectron detected. However IceCube can
measure the overall supernova neutrino “light curve”
as a glow of photons over background counts. Scintil-
lator detectors, made of hydrocarbon, also have high
IBD rates. There are several kton-scale scintillator de-
tectors online currently: KamLAND [22], LVD [23], and
Borexino [24]. There is one small lead-based detector,
HALO [25], with νe sensitivity. Some surface or near-
surface detectors will also usefully record counts even
in the presence of significant cosmogenic background;
these include NOvA [26], Daya Bay [27], and Micro-
BooNE [28].
In the world’s current supernova neutrino flavor sen-
sitivity portfolio [29,17], the sensitivity is primarily to
ν̄e flavor, via IBD. There is only minor sensitivity to the
νe component of the flux, which carries with it particu-
larly interesting information (e.g., neutronization burst
neutrinos are created primarily as νe). While there is
some νe sensitivity in other detectors via elastic scat-
tering (ES) on electrons and via subdominant interac-
tion channels on nuclei, statistics are relatively small,
and it can be difficult to disentangle the flavor content.
NC channels are also of particular interest, given that
they provide access to all flavors of the supernova flux;
the only way to observe the νx component is via NC.
NC channels are subdominant in large neutrino detec-
tors and are typically difficult to tag, although scintil-
lator has some sensitivity via NC excitation of 12C as
well as elastic scattering on protons. Large-scale dark
matter detectors have access to the entire supernova
flux via NC coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scatter-
ing (CEvNS) on nuclei, with statistics at the level of
∼10 events per ton at 10 kpc (e.g., [30,31]).
3.2 Projected Landscape in the DUNE Era
The next generation of supernova neutrino detec-
tors will be dominated by Hyper-Kamiokande [32],
JUNO [33] and DUNE. Hyper-K and JUNO are sen-
sitive primarily to ν̄e, and Hyper-K in particular
will have potentially enormous statistics. The next-
generation long-string water detectors, IceCube Gen-
2 [34] and KM3NeT [35], will bring improved burst tim-
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ing. New tens-of-ton scale noble liquid detectors such
as DARWIN [36] will bring new all-flavor sensitivity
via NC CEvNS interactions. To this landscape, DUNE
will bring unique νe sensitivity via νe charged-current
(νeCC) interactions on argon nuclei. It will offer a new
opportunity to measure the νe content of the burst with
high statistics and good event reconstruction.
The past decade has also brought rapid evolution
of multi-messenger astronomy. With the advent of the
detection of gravitational waves as well as high-energy
extragalactic neutrino detection in IceCube, a broad
community of physicists and astronomers are now col-
laborating to extract maximum information from ob-
servation in a huge range of electromagnetic wave-
lengths, neutrinos, charged particles and gravitational
waves. This collaboration resulted in the spectacular
multi-messenger observation of a kilonova [37]. The
next core-collapse supernova will be potentially an even
more spectacular multi-messenger observation. World-
wide neutrino detectors are currently participants in
SNEWS, the SuperNova Early Warning System [38],
which will be upgraded to have enhanced capabilities
over the next few years. Information from DUNE will
enhance the SNEWS network’s reach.
Neutrino pointing information is vital for prompt
multi-messenger capabilities. Only some supernova neu-
trino detectors have the ability to point back to the
source of neutrinos. Imaging water Cherenkov detectors
like Super-K can do well at this task via directional re-
construction of neutrino-electron ES events. However,
other detectors lack pointing ability due to intrinsic
quasi-isotropy of the neutrino interactions, combined
with lack of detector sensitivity to final-state direction-
ality. Like Super-K, DUNE is capable of pointing to
the supernova via the good tracking ability of its time
projection chamber (TPC.)
Supernova neutrino detection is more of a collabo-
rative than a competitive game. The more information
gathered by detectors worldwide, the more extensive
the knowledge to be gained; the whole is more than
the sum of the parts. The flavor sensitivity of DUNE
is highly complementary to that of the other detectors
and will bring critical information for reconstruction of
the entire burst’s flavor and spectral content as a func-
tion of time [39].
3.3 Beyond Core Collapse
While a core-collapse burst is a known source of low-
energy (<100 MeV) neutrinos, there are other po-
tential interesting sources of neutrinos in this energy
range. Nearby Type Ia [40,41] or pair instability su-
pernova [42] events may create bursts as well, although
they are expected to be fainter in neutrinos than core-
collapse supernovae. Mergers of binary neutron stars
and of neutron stars and black holes will be low-energy
neutrino sources [43,44], although the rate of these close
enough to detect (i.e., within the Galaxy) will be small.
There are also interesting steady-state sources of low-
energy neutrinos — in particular, there may still be use-
ful oscillation and solar physics information to extract
via measurement of the solar neutrino flux. DUNE will
have the unique capability of measuring solar neutrino
energies event by event with νeCC interactions with
large statistics, in contrast to other detectors, which
primarily make use of recoil spectra [45,46]. The tech-
nical challenge for solar neutrinos is overcoming radio-
logical and cosmogenic backgrounds, although prelimi-
nary studies are promising. The diffuse supernova back-
ground neutrinos are another target which have a bit
higher energy, but which are much more challenging due
to very low event rate. There may also be surprises in
store, both from burst and steady-state signals, enabled
by unique DUNE liquid argon tracking technology.
4 The DUNE Detector
The DUNE detector is part of the DUNE/Long Base-
line Neutrino Facility program, which comprises a GeV-
scale, high-intensity neutrino beam produced at Fer-
milab, a precision near detector at the Fermilab site,
and underground liquid argon time projection cham-
bers (LArTPCs) 1300 km away. The DUNE LArTPCs
will be located at the Sanford Underground Research
Facility in South Dakota at a depth of 1.5 km. Physics
goals in addition to supernova burst physics of the
DUNE/LBNF program include: measurement of neu-
trino oscillation in the long-baseline beam, study of at-
mospheric neutrinos, searches for beyond-the-standard-
model physics, and searches for baryon number viola-
tion.
DUNE will have four modules of 70-kton liquid ar-
gon mass in total of which 40 kton will be fiducial mass
(10-kton fiducial mass per module). Note that in prin-
ciple relevant active mass may exceed the nominal fidu-
cial mass for supernova neutrinos in a burst. DUNE is
prototyping two types of LArTPCs. Single-phase (SP)
LArTPC technology is designed to have horizontal drift
of 3.5 m with wrapped-wire readout including two in-
duction and one charge collection anode planes. Dual-
phase (DP) LArTPC technology has vertical drift over
12 meters. At the liquid-gas interface at the top of a
DP module, drifted ionization charge is amplified and
collected.
Liquid argon scintillates at 128 nm, and in both
single-phase and dual-phase technologies, wavelength-
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shifted photons will be collected by photodetec-
tors (PD), in addition to ionization charge. For the
single-phase design, light-trapping devices called X-
ARAPUCAs [47,48] will be mounted between wire lay-
ers. These employ dichroic filters and use silicon pho-
tomultipliers for photon sensing. For the dual-phase
design, cryogenic wavelength-shifter-coated photomul-
tiplier tubes will be deployed on the bottom of the de-
tector.
Both detector designs should have roughly similar
capabilities for low-energy physics. Most studies de-
scribed here were done under the SP design assumption;
however the DP design should provide similar results.
The DUNE/LBNF experimental facility, detectors
and overall physics program are described in detail in
Ref. [4]. More detail about the SP detector design can
be found in Ref. [49] and more detail about the DP
detector design can be found in Ref. [50].
5 Low-Energy Events in DUNE
5.1 Detection Channels
Liquid argon has a particular sensitivity to the νe com-
ponent of a supernova neutrino burst, via the dominant
interaction, CC absorption of νe on
40Ar,
νe +
40Ar→ e− + 40K∗, (2)
for which the observable is the e− plus deexcitation
products from the excited 40K∗ final state. Additional
channels include a ν̄e CC interaction and ES on elec-
trons. Cross sections for the most relevant interactions
are shown in Fig. 3. It is worth noting that none of
the neutrino-40Ar cross sections in this energy range
have been experimentally measured, although several
theoretical calculations exist [5,6]. The uncertainties on
the theoretical calculations are not generally quantified,
and they may be large.
Another process of interest for supernova detec-
tion in liquid argon detectors, not yet fully studied, is
NC scattering on Ar nuclei by any type of neutrino:
νX + Ar → νX + Ar∗, for which the observable is the
cascade of deexcitation gammas from the final state
Ar nucleus. A dominant 9.8-MeV Ar∗ decay line has
been recently identified as a spin-flip M1 transition [51].
At this energy the probability of e+e− pair production
is relatively high, offering a potentially interesting NC
tag. Other transitions are under investigation. NC inter-
actions are not included in the studies presented here,
although they represent a topic of future investigation.
The predicted event rate from a supernova burst
may be calculated by folding expected neutrino flux
differential energy spectra with cross sections for the
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Fig. 3 Cross sections for supernova-relevant interactions in
argon [6,52] as a function of neutrino energy. The νe CC
cross section shown in green (used for the studies here) is
from MARLEY (see Sec. 5.2.1.) Inelastic NC cross sections
have large uncertainties and are not shown.
relevant channels, and with detector response; this is
done using SNOwGLoBES [6] (see Sec. 5.3.1.)
5.2 Event Simulation and Reconstruction
Supernova neutrino events, due to their low energies,
will manifest themselves primarily as spatially small
events, perhaps up to a few tens of cm scale, with stub-
like tracks from electrons (or positrons from the rarer ν̄e
interactions). Events from νeCC, νe+
40Ar→ e−+40K∗,
are likely to be accompanied by de-excitation prod-
ucts — gamma rays and/or ejected nucleons. Gamma
rays are in principle observable via energy deposition
from Compton scattering, which will show up as small
charge blips in the time projection chamber. Gamma
rays can also be produced by bremsstrahlung energy
loss of electrons or positrons. The critical energy for
bremsstrahlung energy loss for electrons in argon is
about 45 MeV. Ejected nucleons may result in loss of
observed energy for the event, although some may in-
teract to produce observable deexcitations via inelastic
scatters on argon. Such MeV-scale activity associated
with neutrino interactions has been observed in the Ar-
goNeuT LArTPC [53]. ES on electrons will result in
single scattered electron tracks, and single or cascades
of gamma rays may result from NC excitations of the
argon nucleus. Each interaction category has, in princi-
ple, a distinctive signature. Figure 4 shows examples of
simulated νeCC and neutrino-electron ES interactions
in DUNE.
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Fig. 4 Left: DUNE event display showing a simulated neutrino-electron ES event (10.25 MeV electron) with track reconstruc-
tion. The vertical dimension indicates time and the horizontal dimension indicates wire number. Color represents charge. The
top panel shows the collection plane and the bottom panels show induction planes. The boxes represent reconstructed hits.
Right: simulated νeCC event (20.25 MeV neutrino), showing electron track and blips from Compton-scattered gammas. The
events have different spatial scales, as indicated on the figures.
The canonical event reconstruction task is to iden-
tify the interaction channel, the neutrino flavor for CC
events, and to determine the four-momentum of the in-
coming neutrino; this overall task is the same for low-
energy events as for high-energy ones. The challenge is
to reconstruct the properties of the lepton (if present),
and to the extent possible, to tag the interaction chan-
nel by the pattern of final-state particles. LArSoft [54]
open-source event simulation and reconstruction soft-
ware tools for low-energy events is employed; a full de-
scription of the algorithms is beyond the scope of this
work. Performance is described in Sec. 5.2.2. Enhanced
tools are under development, for example for interac-
tion channel tagging; however, standard tools already
provide reasonable capability for energy reconstruction
and tracking of low-energy events. Event reconstruction
in this energy range has been demonstrated by Micro-
BooNE for Michel electrons [55].
5.2.1 Event Generation
MARLEY (Model of Argon Reaction Low Energy
Yields) [5] simulates tens-of-MeV neutrino-nucleus in-
teractions in liquid argon. For the studies here, MAR-
LEY was only used to simulate CC νe scattering on
40Ar, but other reaction channels will be added in the
future.
MARLEY weights the incident neutrino spectrum
according to the assumed interaction cross section, se-
lects an initial excited state of the residual 40K∗ nu-
cleus, and samples an outgoing electron direction us-
ing the allowed approximation for the νeCC differential
cross section, i.e., the zero momentum transfer and zero
nucleon velocity limit of the tree-level νeCC differential
cross section, which may be written as
dσ
d cos θ
=
G2F |Vud|
2
2π |pe|Ee F (Zf , βe)
×
[
(1 + βe cos θ)B(F ) +
(
3−βe cos θ
3
)
B(GT )
]
.
In this expression, θ is the angle between the in-
cident neutrino and the outgoing electron, GF is the
Fermi constant, Vud is the quark mixing matrix element,
F (Zf , βe) is the Fermi function, and |pe|, Ee, and βe
are the outgoing electron’s three-momentum, total en-
ergy, and velocity, respectively. B(F ) and B(GT ) are
the Fermi and Gamow-Teller matrix elements. MAR-
LEY computes this cross section using a table of Fermi
and Gamow-Teller nuclear matrix elements. Their val-
ues are taken from experimental measurements at low
excitation energies and a quasiparticle random phase
approximation (QRPA) calculation at high excitation
energies.
After simulating the initial two-body 40Ar(νe,
e−)40K∗ reaction for an event, MARLEY also han-
dles the subsequent nuclear de-excitation. For bound
nuclear states, the de-excitation gamma rays are sam-
pled using tables of experimental branching ratios [56,
57,58]. These tables are supplemented with theoreti-
cal estimates when experimental data are unavailable.
For particle-unbound nuclear states, MARLEY simu-
lates the competition between gamma-ray and nuclear
fragment3 emission using the Hauser-Feshbach statisti-
cal model. Figure 5 shows an example visualization of
3Nucleons and light nuclei up to 4He are considered.
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a simulated MARLEY event. Figure 6 shows the mean
fraction of energy apportioned to the different possi-
ble interaction products by MARLEY as a function of
neutrino energy.
Fig. 5 Visualization of an example MARLEY νeCC event
simulated in LArSoft, showing the trajectories and energy
deposition points of the interaction products.
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Fig. 6 Fraction of incident neutrino energy going to each
final-state particle type in the MARLEY simulation as a func-
tion of neutrino energy. “Binding energy” represents the dif-
ference in mass of the initial- and final-state nuclei, represent-
ing the kinematic threshold for the CC interaction.
5.2.2 Low-energy Event Reconstruction Performance
The LArSoft [54] Geant4-based software package is used
to simulate the final-state products from MARLEY in
the DUNE LArTPC. Both TPC ionization-based sig-
nals and scintillation photon signals are simulated.
For the studies described here, the DUNE LArSoft
1 × 2 × 6 m far detector geometry was used [3], along
with standard DUNE reconstruction tools included in
the LArSoft package. To determine event-by-event re-
construction information, 2D hits are formed using the
HitFinder algorithm. HitFinder scans through wires
and defines hits in regions between two signal minima
where the maximum signal is above threshold. The al-
gorithm then performs n Gaussian fits for n consecutive
regions. The hit center is defined as the fitted Gaussian
center, while the beginning and end are defined using
the fitted Gaussian width. We used the TrajCluster al-
gorithm to form reconstructed clusters. The TrajClus-
ter algorithm creates clusters using local information
from 2D trajectories, taking advantage of minimal ion-
ization energy loss compared to the kinetic energy of
the particle. A 2D trajectory is formed from trajec-
tory points defined by the cryostat, plane, and TPC in
which the trajectory resides. The trajectory points are
made up of charge-weighted positions of all hits used
to form the point. The algorithm steps through the 2D
space of hits sorted by wire ID number, region of inter-
est in time, and then by “multiplet” (i.e., a collection
of hits found using a multi-Gaussian fit). Clusters are
formed in the algorithm by stitching together nearby
2D hits. 3D track information is produced using the
Projection Matching Algorithm (PMA). PMA takes in
2D clusters formed through TrajCluster, and the algo-
rithm matches clusters in the three 2D projection wire
planes to build the tracks. PMA measures the distance
between projections, and tracks are formed based on
stitching together nearby projections.
The photon (scintillation) simulation implemented
ARAPUCA light collection devices with realistic light
yields that differ between particle types. Reconstructed
photon flashes are used to correct ionization charge loss
during drift, which provides substantial improvement
to energy reconstruction. Even in the absence of effi-
cient TPC-flash matching, resolution smearing due to
drift losses may end up being a small effect, particu-
larly given the high electron lifetimes recently achieved
in the DUNE prototype detector [59]. Photons may also
be used for calorimetry, although that method has not
been implemented for these studies.
Figure 7 shows summarized fractional energy reso-
lution and efficiency performance for MARLEY events.
Angular resolution performance will be addressed in a
separate publication.
5.2.3 Backgrounds
Understanding of cosmogenic [60] and radiological
backgrounds is also necessary for determination of
low-energy event reconstruction quality and for set-
ting detector requirements. The dominant radiologi-
cal is expected to be 39Ar, which β decays at a rate
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Fig. 7 Left: reconstruction efficiency as a function of neutrino energy for MARLEY νeCC events, for different minimum
required reconstructed energy. Right: fractional energy resolution (RMS of the distribution of the fractional difference between
reconstructed and true energy with respect to true energy) as a function of neutrino energy for TPC tracks corrected for drift
attenuation (black) and photon detector calorimetry (blue). The red “physics-limited resolution” is the ratio of the RMS to the
mean of the deposited energy distribution, and assumes all energy deposited by final-state particles is reconstructed; the finite
resolution represents loss of energy from escaping particles (primarily neutrons). Below 10 MeV the RMS of this distribution
is zero.
of ∼1 Bq/liter, with an endpoint of <1 MeV. Small
single-hit blips from these decays or other radiologicals
may fake de-excitation gammas. However preliminary
studies show that these background blips will have a
very minor effect on reconstruction of triggered super-
nova burst events. The effects of backgrounds on a data
acquisition (DAQ) and triggering system that satisfies
supernova burst triggering requirements need separate
consideration. These will be the topics of future study.
For studies presented here, the impact of backgrounds
on event reconstruction is ignored.
5.3 Expected Supernova Burst Signal
5.3.1 SNOwGLoBES
Many supernova neutrino studies done for DUNE so
far have employed SNOwGLoBES [6], a fast event-rate
computation tool. This uses GLoBES front-end soft-
ware [61] to convolve fluxes with cross sections and de-
tector parameters. The output is in the form of both
mean interaction rates for each channel as a function of
neutrino energy and mean “smeared” rates as a func-
tion of detected energy for each channel (i.e., the spec-
trum that actually would be observed in a detector).
The smearing (transfer) matrices incorporate both in-
teraction product spectra for a given neutrino energy
and detector response. Figure 8 shows examples of such
transfer matrices created using MARLEY and LArSoft.
They were made by determining the distribution of re-
constructed charge using a full simulation of the de-
tector response (including the generation, transport,
and detection of ionization signals and the electronics,
followed by high-level reconstruction algorithms) as a
function of neutrino energy in 0.5-MeV steps. Each col-
umn of a transfer matrix for a given interaction channel
represents the detector response to interactions of mo-
noenergetic neutrinos in the detector. An electron drift
attenuation correction, which can be computed using
the reconstructed photon signal (which determines the
time of the interaction and hence the drift distance),
improves resolution significantly; see Fig. 9.
Time dependence of a supernova flux in SNOw-
GLoBES can be straightforwardly handled by provid-
ing multiple fluxes divided into different time bins, al-
though studies here assume a time-integrated flux.
While SNOwGLoBES is, and will continue to be, a
fast, useful tool, it has limitations with respect to a full
simulation. One loses correlated event-by-event angular
and energy information, for example; studies of direc-
tionality require such complete event-by-event informa-
tion [62]. Nevertheless, transfer matrices generated with
the best available simulations can be used to compute
observed event rates and energy distributions and draw
useful conclusions.
5.3.2 Expected Event Rates
Table 1 shows rates calculated for the dominant inter-
actions in argon for the “Livermore” model [63] (in-
cluded for comparison with literature), the “GKVM”
model [64], and the “Garching” electron-capture super-
nova model [8]. For the first and last, no flavor tran-
sitions are assumed in the supernova or Earth; the
GKVM model assumes collective effects in the super-
nova. In general, there is a rather wide variation — up
to an order of magnitude — in event rate for different
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Fig. 8 Left: transfer matrix for SNOwGLoBES created with monoenergetic νeCC MARLEY samples run though LArSoft, with
the color scale indicating the relative detected charge distribution as a function of neutrino energy. The effects of interaction
product distributions and detector smearing are both incorporated in this transfer matrix. The right hand plot incorporates
an assumed correction for charge attenuation due to electron drift in the TPC, based on Monte Carlo truth position of the
interaction. This correction can be made using PDS information. The drift correction improves energy resolution.
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Fig. 9 Observed reconstructed energy distributions for spe-
cific interacting neutrino energies (corresponding to columns
of the transfer matrices in Fig. 8), with and without recon-
structed photon drift correction.
models due to different numerical treatment (e.g., neu-
trino transport, dimensionality), physics input (nuclear
equation of state, nuclear correlation and impact on
neutrino opacities, neutrino-nucleus interactions) and
flavor transition effects. In addition, there is intrin-
sic variation in the nature of the progenitor and col-
lapse mechanism. Neutrino emission from the super-
nova may furthermore have an emitted lepton-flavor
asymmetry [65], so that observed rates may be depen-
dent on the supernova direction.
Figure 10 shows the expected event spectrum and
the interaction channel breakdown for the “Garch-
ing” model before and after detector response smearing
with SNOwGLoBES. Clearly, the νe flavor dominates.
Although water and scintillator detectors will record νe
events [66,67], the νe flavor may not be cleanly separa-
Channel Liver- GKVM Garching
more
νe +40 Ar→ e− +40 K∗ 2744 3412 918
νe +40 Ar→ e+ +40 Cl∗ 224 155 23
νX + e− → νX + e− 341 206 142
Total 3309 3773 1083
Table 1 Event counts computed with SNOwGLoBES for dif-
ferent supernova models in 40 kton of liquid argon for a core
collapse at 10 kpc, for νeCC and ν̄eCC channels and ES (X
represents all flavors) on electrons. Event rates will simply
scale by active detector mass and inverse square of supernova
distance. No flavor transitions are assumed for the “Liver-
more” and “Garching” models; the “GKVM” model includes
collective effects. Note that flavor transitions (both standard
and collective) will potentially have a large, model-dependent
effect, as discussed in Sec. 7.1.
ble in these detectors. Liquid argon is the only future
prospect for a large, cleanly tagged supernova νe sam-
ple [29].
For a given supernova, the number of signal events
scales with detector mass and inverse square of distance
as shown in Fig. 11. The standard supernova distance
is 10 kpc, which is just beyond the center of the Milky
Way. At this distance, DUNE will observe from several
hundred to several thousand events. For a collapse in
the Andromeda galaxy, 780 kpc away, a 40-kton detec-
tor would observe a few events at most.
5.4 Burst Triggering
Given the rarity of a supernova neutrino burst in our
galactic neighbourhood and the importance of its detec-
tion, it is essential to develop a redundant and highly ef-
ficient triggering scheme in DUNE. In DUNE, the trig-
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Fig. 10 Top: Spectrum as a function of interacted neu-
trino energy computed with SNOwGLoBES in 40 kton of liq-
uid argon for the electron-capture supernova [8] (“Garching”
model) at 10 kpc, integrated over time, and indicating the
contributions from different interaction channels. No oscilla-
tions are assumed. Bottom: expected measured spectrum as a
function of observed energy, after detector response smearing.
ger on a supernova neutrino burst can be done using
either TPC or photon detection system information. In
both cases, the trigger scheme exploits the time coinci-
dence of multiple signals over a timescale matching the
supernova luminosity evolution. Development of such a
data acquisition and triggering scheme is a major activ-
ity within DUNE and will be the topic of future dedi-
cated publications. Both TPC and PD information can
be used for triggering, for both SP and DP. Here are
described two concrete examples of preliminary trigger
design studies.
The first example is a trigger based on the pho-
ton detection system of the DP module. A real-time
algorithm should provide trigger primitives by search-
ing for photomultiplier hits and optical clusters, where
the latter combines several hits together based on
their time/spatial information. According to simula-
tions, the optimal cluster reconstruction parameters
yield a 0.05 Hz radiological background cluster rate for
a supernova νeCC signal cluster efficiency of 11.8%.
Once the optimal cluster parameters are found, the
computation of the supernova neutrino burst trigger
efficiency is performed using the minimum cluster mul-
tiplicity. This value, set by the radiological background
cluster rate and the maximum fake trigger rate (one
per month), is ≥3 in a 2-second window (time in which
about half of the events are expected). Approximately
3/0.118'25 interactions must occur in the active vol-
ume to obtain approximately 45% trigger efficiency
while maintaining a fake trigger rate of one per month.
The triggering efficiency as a function of the number
of supernova neutrino interactions is shown in Fig. 12.
At 20 kpc, the edge of the Galaxy, about 80 supernova
neutrino interactions in the 12.1-kton active mass (as-
sumed supernova-burst-sensitive mass for a single DP
module) are expected (see Fig. 11). Therefore, the DP
photon detection system should yield a highly efficient
trigger for a supernova neutrino burst occurring any-
where in the Milky Way.
The second example considered is a TPC-based su-
pernova neutrino burst trigger in a SP module (SP
photon-based triggering will be considered in a future
study). Such a trigger considering the time coincidence
of multiple neutrino interactions over a period of up to
10 seconds yields roughly comparable efficiencies. Fig-
ure 13 shows efficiencies for supernova bursts obtained
in this way for a DUNE SP module and for supernova
bursts with an energy and time evolution as shown in
Fig. 1. Triggering using TPC information is facilitated
by a multi-level data selection chain whereby ionization
charge deposits are first selected on a per wire basis, us-
ing a threshold-based hit finding scheme. This results in
low-level trigger primitives (hit summaries) which can
be correlated in time and channel space to construct
higher-level trigger candidate objects. Low-energy trig-
ger candidates, each consistent with the ionization de-
position due to a single supernova neutrino interaction,
subsequently serve as input to the supernova burst trig-
ger. Simulations demonstrate that the trigger candidate
efficiency for any individual supernova burst neutrino
interaction is on the order of 20-30%; see Fig. 13. How-
ever, a multiplicity-based supernova burst trigger that
integrates low-energy trigger candidates over ∼10 s in-
tegration window yields high trigger efficiency out to
the galactic edge while keeping fake supernova burst
trigger rates due to noise and radiological backgrounds
to the required level of one per month or less.
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Fig. 11 Estimated numbers of supernova neutrino interactions in DUNE as a function of distance to the supernova, for different
detector masses (νe events dominate). The red dashed lines represent expected events for a 40-kton detector and the green
dotted lines represent expected events for a 10-kton detector. The lines limit a fairly wide range of possibilities for pinched-
thermal-parameterized supernova flux spectra (Equation 1) with luminosity 0.5 × 1052 ergs over ten seconds. The optimistic
upper line of a pair gives the number of events for average νe energy of 〈Eνe 〉 = 12 MeV, and pinching parameter α = 2; the
pessimistic lower line of a pair gives the number of events for 〈Eνe 〉 = 8 MeV and α = 6. (Note that the luminosity, average
energy and pinching parameters will vary over the time frame of the burst, and these estimates assume a constant spectrum in
time. Flavor transitions will also affect the spectra and event rates.) The solid lines represent the integrated number of events
for the specific time-dependent neutrino flux model in [8] (see Figs. 1 and 2; this model has relatively cool spectra and low
event rates). Core collapses are expected to occur a few times per century, at a most-likely distance of around 10 to 15 kpc.
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Fig. 12 Supernova neutrino burst triggering efficiency for the
DP photon detectors as a function of the number of inter-
actions in one module of the dual phase active volume for
the wavelength-shifting reflective half-foil configuration of the
baseline design.
An energy-weighted multiplicity count scheme fur-
ther increases efficiency and minimizes fake triggers
due to noise and/or radiological backgrounds. This ef-
fect is illustrated in Fig. 13, where a nearly 100% effi-
ciency is possible out to the edge of the galaxy, and
70% efficiency is possible for a burst at the Large
Magellanic Cloud (or for any supernova burst creating
∼10 events). This performance is obtained by consid-
ering the summed-waveform digitized-charge distribu-
tion of trigger candidates over 10 s and comparing to
a background-only vs. background-plus-burst hypothe-
sis. The efficiency gain compared to a simpler, trigger
candidate counting-based approach is significant; using
only counting information, the efficiency for a super-
nova burst at the Large Magellanic Cloud is only 6.5%.
These algorithms are being refined to further improve
supernova burst trigger efficiency for more distant su-
pernova bursts. Alternative data selection and trigger-
ing schemes are also being investigated, involving, e.g.,
deep neural networks implemented for real-time or on-
line data processing in the DAQ [68].
6 Astrophysics of Core Collapse
A number of astrophysical phenomena associated with
supernovae are expected to be observable in the super-
nova neutrino signal, providing a remarkable window
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Fig. 13 Top: Single-interaction efficiency for forming trigger
candidates from trigger primitives generated online (in blue)
and offline (in red), using SP TPC information, as a function
of visible energy for electrons such as those from low-energy
νeCC scattering on argon. Middle: Supernova burst trigger
efficiency as a function of the number of supernova neutrino
interactions expected in a 10-kton SP module, for a likelihood
trigger approach that utilizes sum digitized-charge shape in-
formation of trigger candidates input into the trigger decision.
Bottom: Supernova burst trigger efficiency as a function of
total (signal and fake) trigger bursts per month, for a super-
nova burst at the Large Magellanic Cloud, where about 10
neutrino interactions are expected in a 10 kton module (see
Fig. 11). The efficiency gain with an energy-weighted scheme
over a counting-only trigger is significantly improved.
into the event. In particular, the supernova explosion
mechanism, which in the current paradigm involves en-
ergy deposition into the stellar envelope via neutrino
interactions, is still not well understood, and the neutri-
nos themselves will bring the insight needed to confirm
or refute the paradigm.
There are many other examples of astrophysical ob-
servables:
– The initial burst, primarily composed of νe and
called the “neutronization” or “breakout” burst,
represents only a small component of the total sig-
nal. However, flavor transition effects can manifest
themselves in an observable manner in this burst,
and flavor transformations can be modified by the
“halo” of neutrinos generated in the supernova en-
velope by scattering [69].
– The formation of a black hole would cause a sharp
signal cutoff (e.g., [70,71,72]).
– Shock wave effects (e.g., [73]) would cause a time-
dependent change in flavor and spectral composition
as the shock wave propagates.
– The standing accretion shock instability (SASI) [74,
75], a “sloshing” mode predicted by three-
dimensional neutrino-hydrodynamics simulations of
supernova cores, would give an oscillatory flavor-
dependent modulation of the flux.
– Turbulence effects [76,77] would also cause flavor-
dependent spectral modification as a function of
time.
Observation of a supernova neutrino burst in coin-
cidence with gravitational waves (which would also be
prompt, and could indeed provide a time reference for
a time-of-flight analysis) would be especially interest-
ing [78,79,80,81].
The supernova neutrino burst is prompt with re-
spect to the electromagnetic supernova signal and
therefore can be exploited to provide an early warn-
ing to astronomers [82,83]. Note that not every core
collapse will produce an observable supernova, and ob-
servation of a neutrino burst in the absence of an elec-
tromagnetic event would be very interesting.
Even non-observation of a burst, or non-observation
of a νe component of a burst in the presence of super-
novae (or other astrophysical events) observed in elec-
tromagnetic or gravitational wave channels, would still
provide valuable information about the nature of the
sources. Furthermore, a long-timescale, sensitive search
yielding no bursts will also provide limits on the rate of
core-collapse supernovae.
The better one can understand the astrophysical na-
ture of core-collapse supernovae, the easier it will be to
extract information about particle physics. DUNE’s ca-
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pability to characterize the νe component of the signal
is unique and critical.
6.1 Supernova Flux Parameter Fits
This study investigates how well it will be possible to
fit to the supernova pinched-thermal flux parameters,
to determine, for example, the ε parameter related to
the total binding energy release of the supernova (pro-
portional to the normalization in Eq. 1). Similar studies
in the literature for different detectors include e.g., [84,
10,85,86].
The SNOwGLoBES package models neutrino sig-
nals described by the pinched-thermal form. A forward-
fitting algorithm requiring a SNOwGLoBES-generated
energy spectrum for a supernova at a given distance
and a chosen “true” set of pinched-thermal param-
eters (α0, 〈Eν〉0, ε0) was developed. As an example,
the true parameter values are chosen (α0, 〈Eν〉0, ε0) =
(2.5, 9.5, 5 × 1052), with 〈Eν〉0 in MeV and ε in ergs,
assumed integrated over a ten-second burst. The study
focuses on the νe flux and νeCC interactions. The algo-
rithm uses this spectrum as a “test spectrum” to com-
pare against a grid of predicted energy spectra gener-
ated with many different combinations of (α, 〈Eν〉, ε).
To quantify these comparisons, the algorithm employs
a χ2 minimization technique to find the best-fit spec-
trum. The χ2 function is defined as
χ2(x) =
Nb∑
i=1
[
Ni(α, 〈Eν〉, ε)−Ni(α0, 〈Eν〉0, ε0)
]2
σ2i (x)
(3)
In this expression, Nb is the number of bins for the en-
ergy spectra, Ni is the number of events in bin i, σi is
the uncertainty of the contents in bin i (Poisson sta-
tistical uncertainty), (α, 〈Eν〉, ε) are the set of model
parameters used and (α0, 〈Eν〉0, ε0) are the model pa-
rameters used to generate the test spectrum.
A test spectrum input into the forward-fitting algo-
rithm produces a set of χ2 values for every element in
a grid. While the smallest χ2 value determines the best
fit to the test spectrum, there exist other grid elements
that reasonably fit the test spectrum according to their
χ2 values. The collection of these grid elements help
determine the expected parameter measurement uncer-
tainty, represented using sensitivity regions in 2D flux
parameter space. Three sets of 2D parameter spaces are
shown: (〈Eν〉, α), (〈Eν〉, ε), and (α, ε).
One point in 2D parameter space encompasses sev-
eral grid elements, e.g., the (〈Eν〉, α) space contains dif-
ferent ε values for a given values of 〈Eν〉 and α. To
determine the χ2 value, ε is profiled over to select the
grid element with the smallest χ2. Sensitivity regions
are determined by placing a cut of χ2 = 4.61 corre-
sponding to a 90% coverage probability for two free pa-
rameters. Figure 14 shows an example of a resulting fit,
where for each set of two parameters, the other is pro-
filed over. In this plot, the approximate parameters for
three sets of specific models [87,88] are superimposed,
to indicate the expected spread for different assumed
progenitor masses, equations of state, and simulation
codes. A spectral measurement by DUNE would con-
strain the space of allowed models.
Figures 15 and 16 show the precision with which
DUNE can measure two of the spectral parameters, ε,
related to the binding energy of the neutron star rem-
nant, and 〈Eνe〉, the average energy of the νe compo-
nent, for the time-integrated spectrum (profiling over
α). Figure 15 shows the statistical effect of different
assumed supernova distances on determination of the
parameters. In Fig. 16, the effect of detector energy
resolution is examined. The assumed measured spec-
trum estimated with SNOwGLoBES takes into account
degradation from the neutrino interaction process itself
(e.g., energy lost to neutrons), via the MARLEY model.
The colored contours in Fig. 16 show increasing levels
of assumed detector smearing on the measurement of
interaction product energy deposition. For 0% resolu-
tion, perfect measurement of the energies of interaction
products in the detector is assumed. A 10% measured
energy resolution is noticeable but insignificant, and the
overall precision on the pinched-thermal flux parame-
ters up to 30% resolution does not change dramatically.
According to detector simulation, realistic energy reso-
lution is closest to the 20% level. According to Figs. 15
and 16, in general, the precision of the measurement of
supernova spectral parameters (and the ability to con-
strain supernova models) is limited more strongly by
statistics than by energy resolution.
Given the dominance of νeCC events in the super-
nova neutrino sample, particle identification is not a re-
quirement for the primary physics measurements. How-
ever, additional capability may be possible by identify-
ing separately NC and ES interactions.
In these studies, we assume that the distance to the
core collapse is known. The interpretation of the ε pa-
rameter as a binding energy will be affected by uncer-
tainty on the distance.
6.2 Effect of Event Timing
Timing for supernova neutrino events is provided by
both the TPC and the photon detector system. Ba-
sic timing requirements are set by event vertexing and
fiducialization needs. Here we note a few supernova-
specific design considerations. During the first 50 ms of
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Fig. 14 Sensitivity regions for the three pinched-thermal parameters (90% C.L.). The black star represents the assumed true
parameters. SNOwGLoBES assumes a cross section model from MARLEY, realistic detector smearing from LArSoft, and a
step efficiency function with a 5-MeV detected energy threshold, for a supernova at 10 kpc. Superimposed are parameters
corresponding to the time-integrated flux for three different sets of models: Nakazato [87], Huedepohl black hole formation
models, and Huedepohl cooling models [88]. For the Nakazato parameters (for which there is no pinching, corresponding to
α = 2.3), the parameters are given directly; for the Huedepohl models, they are fit to a time-integrated flux.
a 10-kpc-distant supernova, the mean interval between
successive neutrino interactions is 0.5− 1.7 ms depend-
ing on the model. The TPC alone provides a time res-
olution of 0.6 ms (corresponding to the drift time at
500 V/cm), commensurate with the fundamental statis-
tical limitations at this distance. However nearly half of
galactic supernova candidates lie closer to Earth than
this, so the rate can be tens or (less likely) hundreds of
times higher. A resolution of <1 µs, as already provided
by the photon detector system, ensures that DUNE’s
measurement of the neutrino burst time profile is al-
ways limited by rate and not detector resolution. The
hypothesized oscillations of the neutrino flux due to
standing accretion shock instabilities would lead to fea-
tures with a characteristic time of ∼10 ms, comfortably
greater than the time resolution. The possible neutrino
“trapping notch” (dip in luminosity due to trapping of
neutrinos in the stellar core) right before the start of the
neutronization burst has a width of 1− 2 ms. Identify-
ing the trapping notch could be possible for the closest
supernovae.
7 Neutrino Physics and Other Particle Physics
A core-collapse supernova is essentially a gravity-
powered neutrino bomb: the energy of the collapse is
initially stored in the Fermi seas of electrons and neu-
trinos and then gradually leaked out by neutrino diffu-
sion. The key property of neutrinos that makes them
play such a dominant role in the supernova dynamics
is the feebleness of their interactions. It then follows
that should there be new light (< 100 MeV) particles
with even weaker interactions, these could alter the en-
ergy transport process and the resulting evolution of the
nascent proto-neutron star. Moreover, additional inter-
actions or properties of neutrinos could also be mani-
fested in this way.
Thus, a core-collapse supernova can be thought of
as an extremely hermetic system, which can be used to
search for numerous types of new physics (e.g., [15,89]).
The list includes various Goldstone bosons (e.g., Ma-
jorons), neutrino magnetic moments, new gauge bosons
(“dark photons”), “unparticles”, and extra-dimensional
gauge bosons. The existing data from SN1987A already
provide significant constraints on these scenarios by
confirming the basic energy balance of the explosion.
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Fig. 15 Sensitivity regions generated in (〈Eν〉, ε) space (pro-
filed over α) for three different supernova distances (90%
C.L.). SNOwGLoBES assumes a transfer matrix made using
MARLEY with a 20% Gaussian resolution on detected en-
ergy, and a step efficiency function with a 5 MeV detected
energy threshold.
Fig. 16 90% C.L. contours for the luminosity and average
νe energy spectral parameters for a supernova at 5 kpc. The
contours are obtained using the time-integrated spectrum. As
discussed in the text, the allowed regions change noticeably
but not drastically as one moves from no detector smearing
(pink) to various realistic resolutions (wider regions).
At the same time, more precision is highly desirable
and will be provided with the next galactic supernova.
Such energy-loss-based analysis will make use of two
types of information. First, the total energy of the emit-
ted neutrinos should be compared with the expected re-
lease in the gravitational collapse. Note that measure-
ments of all flavors, including νe, are needed for the
best estimate of the energy release. Second, the rate of
cooling of the protoneutron state should be measured
and compared with what is expected from diffusion of
the standard neutrinos. The detection of a supernova
neutrino burst at DUNE also allows the exploration of
corrections to the neutrino velocity that could arise due
to violations of Lorentz invariance [90].
Because DUNE is mostly sensitive to νe, comple-
mentary data from water Cherenkov detector and scin-
tillator for the measurement of ν̄e and a careful analysis
of the flavor transition pattern will enable inference of
the fluxes of µ and τ flavors. As for measuring the en-
ergy loss rate, it will require sufficient statistics at late
times.
The flavor transition physics and its signatures are
a major part of the physics program. Compared to
the well-understood case of solar neutrinos, in a super-
nova, neutrino flavor transformations are much more
involved. For supernovae, there are both neutrinos and
antineutrinos, and the density profile is such that both
mass splittings—“solar” and “atmospheric” — have an
effect on the neutrino propagation. While flavor tran-
sitions can be reasonably well understood during early
periods of the neutrino emission as standard Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) transitions in the varying
density profile of the overlying material, during later
periods the physics of the transformations is signifi-
cantly richer. For example, several seconds after the
onset of the explosion, the flavor conversion probability
is affected by the expanding shock front and the turbu-
lent region behind it. The conversion process in such a
stochastic profile is qualitatively different from the adi-
abatic MSW effect in the smooth, fixed density profile
of the Sun [17].
Even more complexity is brought about by the co-
herent scattering of neutrinos off each other. This neu-
trino “self-refraction” results in highly nontrivial fla-
vor transformations close to the neutrinosphere, typ-
ically within a few hundred kilometers from the cen-
ter, where the density of streaming neutrinos is very
high. Since the evolving flavor composition of the neu-
trino flux feeds back into the oscillation Hamiltonian,
the problem is nonlinear. Furthermore, as the interac-
tions couple neutrinos and antineutrinos of different fla-
vors and energies, the oscillations are characterized by
“collective” modes. This complexity leads to very rich
physics that has been the subject of intense interest over
the last decade and a voluminous literature exists ex-
ploring these collective phenomena, e.g., [91,92,93,94,
95,96,97,98,99,100]. This is an active theoretical field
and the effects are not yet fully understood. A super-
nova burst is the only opportunity to study neutrino-
neutrino interactions experimentally.
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Active-sterile neutrino transitions may also have ob-
servable effects [101,102,103].
The new effects can imprint information about the
inner workings of the explosion on the signal. The fla-
vor transitions can modulate the characteristics of the
signal (both event rates and spectra as a function of
time). In particular, the flavor transitions can imprint
distinctive non-thermal features on the energy spectra,
potentially making it possible to disentangle the effects
of flavor transformations and the physics of neutrino
spectra formation. This in turn should help us learn
about the development of the explosion during the cru-
cial first 10 seconds.
7.1 Mass Ordering
The neutrino mass ordering affects the specific flavor
composition in multiple ways during the different eras
of neutrino emission. References [17,104] survey in some
detail the multiple signatures of mass ordering that
will imprint themselves on the flux. For many of these,
the νe component of the signal will be critical to mea-
sure. Some signatures of mass ordering are more robust
than others, in the sense that the assumptions are less
subject to theoretical uncertainties. One of the more
robust of these is the early-time signal, including the
neutronization burst. At early times, the matter poten-
tial is dominant over the neutrino-neutrino potential,
which means that standard MSW effects are in play.
The early neutronization-burst period is expected to
be dominated by adiabatic MSW transitions driven by
the “H-resonance” for ∆m23`, the larger squared mass
difference between mass states, for which the following
neutrino-energy-independent relations apply:
Fνe = F
0
νx (NO) , (4)
Fνe = sin
2 θ12F
0
νe + cos
2 θ12F
0
νx (IO) (5)
and
Fν̄e = cos
2 θ12F
0
ν̄e + sin
2 θ12F
0
ν̄x (NO) , (6)
Fν̄e = F
0
ν̄x (IO) (7)
where F s are the fluxes corresponding to the respec-
tive flavors, and the 0 superscript represents flux before
transition. In this case, for the normal ordering (NO),
the neutronization burst, which is emitted as nearly
pure νe, is strongly suppressed, whereas for the inverted
ordering (IO), the neutronization burst is only partly
suppressed. Figure 17 shows an example of this effect
for a specific model. The same MSW-dominated tran-
sitions also affect the subsequent rise of the signal over
a fraction of a second; here the time profile will depend
on the turn-on of the non-νe flavors. For this model
there are statistically-significant differences in the time
profile of the signal for the different orderings.
Of course, if the mass ordering is already known,
one can turn the question around and use the terrestrial
determination to better disentangle the other particle
physics and astrophysics knowledge from the observed
signal.
A detailed investigation of mass-ordering effects
over a range of models will be the topic of a future
publication.
8 Conclusion
This paper gives an overview of the DUNE experiment’s
sensitivity to neutrinos with about 5 MeV up to sev-
eral tens of MeV, the regime of relevance for core-
collapse supernova burst neutrinos. This low-energy
regime presents particular challenges for triggering and
reconstruction. Preliminary DUNE studies show that
expected low-energy background rates should not im-
pede efficient detection of nearby supernovae. DUNE’s
time projection chamber and photon detection sys-
tems will both provide information about these events,
and DUNE’s software tools have enabled preliminary
physics and astrophysics sensitivity studies. DUNE will
have good sensitivity to the entire Milky Way and pos-
sibly beyond, depending on the neutrino luminosity of
the core-collapse supernova. According to current un-
derstanding, the energy threshold turn-on is a few MeV
deposited energy. The energy resolution will be between
10 and 20% in the few tens of MeV range. DUNE will
have good sensitivity to supernova νe spectral parame-
ters. By exploiting other aspects of a DUNE supernova
burst signal, including the time-dependence of its en-
ergy and flavor profile and non-thermal spectral fea-
tures, DUNE has the capability to uncover a broad
range of supernova and neutrino physics phenomena,
including sensitivity to neutrino mass ordering, collec-
tive effects, and potentially many other topics; these
will be the subject of future publications.
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Fig. 17 Expected event rates as a function of time for the electron-capture model in [8] for 40 kton of argon during early stages
of the event – the neutronization burst and early accretion phases, for which self-induced effects are unlikely to be important.
Shown are: the event rate for the unrealistic case of no flavor transitions (blue) and the event rates including the effect of
matter transitions for the normal (red) and inverted (green) orderings. Error bars are statistical, in unequal time bins.
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